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Abstract
We consider the problem of representation learning for tem-
poral interaction graphs where a network of entities with
complex interactions over an extended period of time is mod-
eled as a graph with a rich set of node and edge attributes. In
particular, an edge between a node-pair within the graph cor-
responds to a multi-dimensional time-series. To fully capture
and model the dynamics of the network, we propose GTEA,
a framework of representation learning for temporal inter-
action graphs with per-edge time-based aggregation. Under
GTEA, a Graph Neural Network (GNN) is integrated with a
state-of-the-art sequence model, such as LSTM, Transformer
and their time-aware variants. The sequence model gener-
ates edge embeddings to encode temporal interaction pat-
terns between each pair of nodes, while the GNN-based back-
bone learns the topological dependencies and relationships
among different nodes. GTEA also incorporates a sparsity-
inducing self-attention mechanism to distinguish and focus
on the more important neighbors of each node during the ag-
gregation process. By capturing temporal interactive dynam-
ics together with multi-dimensional node and edge attributes
in a network, GTEA can learn fine-grained representations
for a temporal interaction graph to enable or facilitate other
downstream data analytic tasks. Experimental results show
that GTEA outperforms state-of-the-art schemes including
GraphSAGE, APPNP, and TGAT by delivering higher ac-
curacy (100.00%, 98.51%, 98.05% ,79.90%) and macro-F1
score (100.00%, 98.51%, 96.68% ,79.90%) over four large-
scale real-world datasets for binary/ multi-class node classifi-
cation.
Introduction
In recent years, with the success of deep learning, re-
searchers on graph learning have gradually turned their at-
tention to Graph Neural Networks (GNN). In some previous
works, GNNs yield reasonable representations for graphs
(Hamilton, Ying, and Leskovec 2017; Velicˇkovic´ et al. 2017)
and provide promising results over methods based on shal-
low embeddings (Grover and Leskovec 2016). By using
the spatial construction of graph convolutional filters (Kipf
and Welling 2016; Hamilton, Ying, and Leskovec 2017;
Velicˇkovic´ et al. 2017), the node embeddings can be com-
puted by iteratively aggregating and transforming neigh-
bors’ embeddings. Thus, the local structure of the nodes’ can
be summarized into low-dimensional vectors. The trained
GNNs can also support inductive learning for unseen graphs
with similar types of features.
However, one common limitation of existing GNN mod-
els is that the edge features on the graphs are often ignored
or poorly supported. One should expect that edge attributes
carry information about a pair of adjacent nodes, which can
be instrumental in graph learning. Following this intuition,
some works (Gong and Cheng 2019; Simonovsky and Ko-
modakis 2017) extend the GNN framework by incorporat-
ing both node and edge features of a static graph and result
in substantial performance improvement. However, graphs
for real-world applications are usually time-evolving, where
there can be ongoing interactions between a pair of nodes
that define their changing relationships over an extended pe-
riod of time. One common way to address this problem is
to decompose a temporal graph into multiple static graph
snapshots by a regular time interval (Yu, Yin, and Zhu 2018;
Manessi, Rozza, and Manzo 2020). Some other methods
further attempt to yield embeddings that are adaptive to
continuous-time space (Xu et al. 2020; Zhang et al. 2020;
Kumar, Zhang, and Leskovec 2019).
Although these works have made substantial advances in
temporal interaction graph learning, they suffer from the
following limitations: First, all previous works consider
all interactions associated with a node as a single time-
series when generating temporal node embeddings. There-
fore, they fail to explicitly capture multi-dimensional tem-
poral interaction patterns and relationships for each individ-
ual node-pair, which should be beneficial for generating dis-
criminative node representations. Consider the example in
Fig. 1 where node A is a gambler who has regular betting-
related payment interactions with node C while behaving
normally otherwise with the rest of its neighbors. In this
case, the abnormal behavior can be readily captured by mod-
eling the pairwise temporal interactions between nodeA and
C explicitly, which in turn, helps to identify the role/ illicit
activities of these nodes. Second, although attention mecha-
nism has been introduced to distinguish different neighbors
in some works (Velicˇkovic´ et al. 2017; Xu et al. 2020), a
large number of neighbors with small but non-zero atten-
tion weight can still overwhelm the few important ones.
This is particularly true for real-world applications, e.g., mo-
bile payment networks, where most target nodes do have a
large number of (normal) interacting neighbors. This moti-
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Figure 1: An illustrated example of the motivation of captur-
ing pairwise relationships in a temporal interaction graph.
Nodes can have different kinds of interaction events with
their neighbors, e.g., node A behaves normally with most of
its neighbors, while conducting regular gambling activities
with node C.
Figure 2: The pipeline of the proposed GTEA framework.
vates the need for filtering out irrelevant neighbors to reduce
the effect of noisy information during the learning process.
Third, some previous work (Zhang et al. 2020) simply con-
catenate node and edge representations, which holds inferior
support to integrate node and edge information as neighbor
node embeddings and the corresponding edge embeddings
are summed independently during aggregation.
To tackle these challenges, we propose GTEA (Graph
Temporal Edge Aggregation (GTEA), a framework of rep-
resentation learning for temporal interaction graphs. The
pipeline of GTEA is depicted in Fig. 2, under which a se-
quence model is first introduced to learn the temporal dy-
namics of pairwise nodal interactions. As a result, a low-
dimensional edge embedding is generated to encode the
temporal interaction patterns between different node pairs.
Topological dependencies and relationships among different
nodes are then captured through the GNN-based backbone,
which incorporates both node features and the learned edge
embeddings. To filter out irrelevant information, a sparsity-
inducing self-attention mechanism is used when conducting
graph neighborhood aggregations. The entire model can be
trained end-to-end and all proposed modules are jointly opti-
mized to yield discriminative representations for node clas-
sification tasks. We have implemented multiple variants of
different sequence models for GTEA and experimental re-
sults on four large-scale real-world datasets demonstrate the
effectiveness, scalability and state-of-the-art performance of
GTEA by conducting binary and multi-class node classifica-
tions.
Related Work
In recent years, the development of graph learning has been
well propelled by Graph Neural Network (GNN), which
achieve great success in tasks including node classifica-
tion, clustering, link prediction, etc. (Kipf and Welling 2016;
Hamilton, Ying, and Leskovec 2017; Velicˇkovic´ et al. 2017).
However, real-world graphs are typically time-evolving with
node and edge attributes, which can be informative for graph
representation learning but usually separately processed by
previous works.
EGNN (Gong and Cheng 2019) constructs a weighted
graph for each edge features’ dimension. Node embeddings
of each weighted graph are obtained by applying a GCN
model and they are concatenated together to form the final
node embeddings of the original graph. As such, edge fea-
tures are only regarded as connectivity/ aggregation weights
for nodes. ECConv (Simonovsky and Komodakis 2017) uses
a filter generating network which takes multiple edge fea-
tures as input and generates a set of edge-specific weights
for the GCN. Although different patterns can be learned
through the model, the dense filter in ECConv can result
in huge memory consumption, which hinders its scalability
with large graphs.
One common way to handle temporal graphs is to decom-
pose it into multiple static graph snapshots by a regular time
interval (Yu, Yin, and Zhu 2018; Singer, Guy, and Radin-
sky 2019). DCRNN (Li et al. 2018) embeds the graph con-
volution into the LSTM model, which learns to capture re-
lational dependencies within a period of time. EvolveGCN
(Pareja et al. 2020) utilizes RNN-based variants to generate
different GCN weights for each snapshot, which learns to
extract different relational patterns at different time. How-
ever, a sequence of graph snapshots is a coarse approxima-
tion of the continuous time-evolving graph in the real-world.
This results in quantization and temporal information loss as
it groups all data within a time interval into a single static
graph. In addition, the setting of regular time interval pre-
vents these models from learning relational patterns with
different time-scales, which makes it hard to capture variable
interactional relationships of a node pair across time. Such
drawbacks prevent them from generalizing to more compli-
cated temporal interaction graphs.
Instead of learning from graph snapshots, JODIE(Kumar,
Zhang, and Leskovec 2019) uses two recurrent neural net-
works to update node embeddings in each interaction.
(Zhang et al. 2020) further utilizes the edge features to
enhance the representation of nodes. TGAT (Xu et al.
2020) adopts a continuous-time kernel encoder with a self-
attention layer to aggregate interactions among neighbors.
Know-Evolve (Trivedi et al. 2017) and DyRep (Trivedi
et al. 2018) learn evolving entity representations on temporal
knowledge graphs using temporal point process. However,
all models treat the interactions between a target node and
all of its neighbors as one single time-series, which makes
it difficult for the model to learn relational patterns that are
specific to individual node-pairs. Different from the afore-
mentioned works, our proposed model learns the temporal
interaction patterns for each specific node pair, which leads
to a more fine-grained pairwise nodal relationship modeling
Figure 3: The framework of the proposed GTEA. For a pair
of nodes, temporal dynamics are built through a sequence
model, which yields a fine-grained temporal edge embed-
ding. Besides, we apply one more sequence model with
sparse attention mechanism to catch important temporal be-
haviors. The learned edge embeddings will be aggregated
together with nodes attributes recursively and finally gener-
ate a discriminative representation for each node, which can
be generalized to some downstream tasks, e.g., node classi-
fication.
for temporal interaction graphs.
The GTEA Framework
Problem Formulation
Definition: a Temporal Interaction Graph is an attributed
graph G = (V, E) where V is the set of vertices and E is a set
of edges. Let N = |V| be the total number of vertices and
M = |E| be the total number of edges. N (u) stands for the
set of neighbors that node u interacts with. Let xu ∈ RDN
be the feature vector of node uwithDN dimension. An edge
(u, v) in E corresponds to a sequence of interaction events
between node u and v taking over an extended period of
time. The k-th interaction event between u and v occurs at
time tkuv and is represented by e
k
uv = (t
k
uv, f
k
uv) where f
k
uv ∈
RDE is a DE-dimension event feature-vector. Let Suv be
the number of interaction events between node u and v with
t1uv ≤ t2uv . . . ≤ tSuvuv .
Our definition of temporal interaction graph is similar to
that of (Zhang et al. 2020) except that we also consider node
features and the graphs of interest are not restricted to be
bipartite. In contrast to the temporal graphs in (Yan, Xiong,
and Lin 2018), which contain a sequence of graph snapshots
with only node features, our model considers temporal in-
teractions that take place over continuous time and supports
graphs with multi-dimensional node and edge attributes.
Learning Edge Embedding via Sequence Model
To capture the temporal pattern and relationship of the inter-
actions between a pair of nodes, we propose to use state-of-
the-art sequence models, including LSTM, Transformer and
their time-aware variants, to generate the edge embeddings
for a temporal interaction graph. The pairwise nodal interac-
tions are viewed as a time-series that will be fed into the se-
quence model. For the node pair (u, v), we denote e˜uv as the
edge embedding generated by the sequence model named
Mt, where:
e˜uv =Mt([e
1
uv, ..., e
Suv
uv ]). (1)
Temporal Dynamics Modeling with LSTM We apply
LSTM model (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber 1997) to char-
acterize the interactions between a pair of nodes. The full
LSTM model can be described as follows (where we drop
the subscript (uv) for notational convenience):
i[k] = σ
(
Wie
k +Uih[k − 1] + bi
)
f [k] = σ
(
Wfe
k +Ufh[k − 1] + bf
)
c[k] = tanh
(
Wce
k +Uch[k − 1] + bc
)
c[k] = f [k] c[k − 1] + i[k] c[k]
o[k] = σ
(
Woe
k +Uoh[k − 1] + bo
)
h[k] = o[k] tanh (c[k])
For the temporal interaction sequences between edge
(u, v), ek represents the current input of the LSTM. i[k],
f [k], and o[k] denote as state vectors of input gates, forget
gates and output gates respectively, while c[k] is the mem-
ory cell and h[k] is the hidden state. σ and tanh represent the
sigmoid and hyperbolic tangent activation functions respec-
tively. Wi,Wf ,Wc,Wo,Ui,Uf ,Uc,Uo,bi,bf ,bc,bo
are trainable parameters, which are shared for all node-pairs
in the network. We take the last hidden output huv[S] of the
LSTM as the edge embeddings e˜uv.
Temporal Dynamics Modeling with Transformer Apart
from LSTM, Transformer is another popular architecture
for sequence modeling, under which sequential, hard-to-
parallelize computation during training and inference can
be greatly reduced. The key component of the transformer
architecture is the self-attention mechanism where a self-
attention function maps a query and a set of key-value pairs
to an output. In particular, the “Scaled Dot-Product Atten-
tion” function can be defined as:
Attention(Q,K,V) = softmax(
QKT√
DE
)V
where Q,K,V denotes queries, keys and values matrix,
respectively. Given a pair of nodes (u, v), we denote the
event matrix by: Euv = [e1, ..., eS ]ᵀ. Then the queries,
keys and values matrix can be computed as: Q = EuvWQ,
K = EuvWK , V = EuvWV , (i.e. they are the projection
of Euv). With the self-attention layer, the edge embeddings
e˜uv of the edge (u, v) is given by the S-th row of the matrix
Attention(Q,K,V).
Temporal Dynamics Modeling with Irregular Temporal
Encoding One drawback of using existing sequence mod-
els, e.g., vanilla LSTM or Transformer, as in the previ-
ous two subsections, is that it cannot handle irregular time-
series. In real-world applications, the interaction sequence
between any pair of users are irregular in nature, namely,
the update interval between events is not fixed. In this work,
in order to learn edge embedding in irregular and continu-
ous time-space, we consider integrating state-of-the-art se-
quence models with the recent time representation learning
method - Time2Vec (Mehran Kazemi et al. 2019) (T2V).
For any given time t, we will generate its time embeddings
(denoted as T2V(t) ∈ R(l + 1)) as follows:
T2V(t)[i] =
{
ωit+ ϕi, if i = 0.
cos (ωit+ ϕi), if 1 ≤ i ≤ l. (2)
where ω′0, ...ω
′
l and ϕ
′
0, ..., ϕ
′
l are trainable parameters.
On the theoretical side, T2V can also be viewed as
an extension of Random Fourier Features (RFF) (Rahimi
and Recht 2008). If we define γ(t) =
√
2
k [cos(ω
′
1t +
ϕ′1)... cos(ω
′
kt+ϕ
′
k)]
ᵀ where ω′1, ...ω
′
k are iid samples from
some probability distribution p(ω) and ϕ′1, ..., ϕ
′
k are iid
samples from the uniform distribution on [0, 2pi]. Then, as
a consequence of the Bochner’s theorem from harmonic
analysis, it can be shown that E[γ(t1)ᵀγ(t2)] = φ(t1, t2)
for some positive definite shift-invariant kernel φ(t1, t2) =
φ(t1 − t2). Thus, T2V can be regarded as RFF with tun-
able phase-shifts and frequencies. It is worth noting that si-
nusoidal activation is also found to be suited for represent-
ing complex natural signals (Sitzmann et al. 2020) with high
precision. In addition, sinusoidal functions with fixed fre-
quencies and phase-shifts have also been used in the Trans-
former model (Vaswani et al. 2017) as positional encodings.
However, it has been shown that learning the frequencies
and phase-shifts as in T2V rather than fixing them achieves
higher performance. By using T2V(t) instead of t, Eq. (1)
can be extended as follows:
e˜uv =Mt([e
1
uv, ..., e
Suv
uv ])
=Mt([f
1
uv||T2V(t1uv), ..., fSuvuv ||T2V(tSuvuv )]) (3)
Sparsity-Inducing Attention Mechanism
In practice, each target node can interact with many neigh-
bors but only a few of them are involved in interactions that
are of interest, while other interactions are routine or irrele-
vant to our data analytic task. To distinguish significant be-
haviors from non-interesting activities, such as the detection
of illicit behaviors within an E-payment network, we adopt
another sequence model denoted by Ma with a sparse self-
attention mechanism to learn attention scores which reflect
the importance of temporal interactions with each individual
neighbors of a target node. Neighbors with relatively low
attention scores will be filtered out during the GNN-based
neighborhood aggregation. Formally, for the edge between
node u and node v, let h˜uv be the output of the sequence
model and apply the self-attention mechanism with a train-
able weight vector a.
As in (Velicˇkovic´ et al. 2017), one can use the softmax
function to normalize the attention score across the neigh-
bors of a target node u in the graph. However, softmax
can result in many small but non-zero attention weights. If
the target node interacts with many neighbors and most of
them are irrelevant, those small but non-zero attention val-
ues can result in considerable noises during attention-based
neighborhood aggregation. To further reduce such noises,
we adopt the Sparsemax transformation proposed by (Mar-
tins and Astudillo 2016) to obtain a sparse attention-weight
Algorithm 1 Sparsemax Transformation
1: Input: z
2: Sort z as z(1) ≥ ... ≥ z(K)
3: Find k(z) :=max{k ∈ [K]|1 + kz(k) ≥
∑
j≤k z(j)}
4: Define τ(z) =
∑
j≤k z(j)−1
k(z)
5: Output: p s.t. pi = [zi − τ(z)]+
vector. The operation of sparsemax are shown in Algorithm
1, where [x]+ represents the following function:
[x]+ =
{
x x > 0
0 x ≤ 0 (4)
After the Sparsemax transformation, unimportant neigh-
bors will be assigned attention scores with zero value and
make no contribution to the neighborhood aggregation.
h˜uv =Ma([e
1
uv, ..., e
S
uv]) (5)
α˜uv = a
ᵀh˜uv (6)
αuv = sparsemaxv(α˜u:) (7)
Node Representation with Edge Aggregation
To obtain an expressive node representation, we integrate
edge embeddings with neighbor node embeddings. (Xu et al.
2020; Zhang et al. 2020) simply concatenates the node em-
bedding with the edge embedding. However, as shown in
Equation (8), the weight matrix can be split into two differ-
ent matrices W = [W1,W2].
z
(l)
N (u) =
∑
v∈N (u)
W([z(l−1)v ||e˜uv]])
=W1
∑
v∈N (u)
z(l−1)v +W2
∑
v∈N (u)
e˜uv (8)
Thus applying naive concatenation cannot have good inte-
gration of node and edge embedding because the neighbor
node embeddings and corresponding edge embeddings are
summed independently (Li, Zhang, and Song 2019). We pro-
pose to apply nonlinear activation function, e.g., a Multi-
layer Perceptron after the concatenation to address this prob-
lem. Specifically, the node embedding of any given node
u ∈ V at layer l, denoted by z(l)u is defined recursively as
follows:
z
(l)
N (u) =
∑
v∈N (u)
αuvMLP1([z(l−1)v ||e˜uv]]) (9)
z(l)u = MLP2([z
(l−1)
u ||z(l)N (u)]) (10)
Equation (9) applies attention weighted sum to aggregate
both the node embeddings z(l−1)u of its neighbors at layer
(l − 1) and the associated edges representation vector e˜uv .
After computing the neighboring feature vectors z(l)N (v), we
concatenate it with the target node’s embeddings in the pre-
vious layer z(l−1)v and feed it through another Multilayer
Perceptron MLP2 as in Equation (10).
Algorithm 2 Node Classification using GTEA
Require: Graph G = (V, E); node features xu,∀u ∈
V; temporal edge sequences euv,∀(u, v) ∈ E ; depth
of GCN module L; aggregation functions MLP1 and
MLP2; neighborhoods of node u: N (u); sequence
model Mt and Ma; trainable attention weights a
Ensure: Classification result of node u;
1: z(0)u ← xu;
2: for l = 1, 2, ..., L do
3: e˜uv ←Mt(euv),∀v ∈ N (u);
4: h˜uv ←Ma(euv),∀v ∈ N (u);
5: α˜uv ← aᵀh˜uv
6: αuv ← sparsemaxv(α˜u:)
7: z(l)N (u) ←
∑
v∈N (u) αuvMLP1([z
(l−1)
v ||e˜uv]]);
8: z(l)u ← MLP2([z(l−1)u ||z(l)N (u)])
9: end for
10: yu ← softmax(z(L)u );
11: return yu;
Loss Function
By combining the GCN module and the pairwise temporal
sequence model, we can recursively stack the framework at
a depth of L layers. We use the standard Cross-entropy loss
to drive the end-to-end training of the entire pipeline:
L = −
∑
l∈YL
yTl ln(softmax(z
(L)
i ))
whereYL denotes the set of node indices that have labels and
yl denotes the one-hot representation of the ground-truth la-
bel. We summarize the workflow of GTEA framework in
Algorithm 2.
Experiments
In this section, we evaluate the performance of GTEA us-
ing four large-scale real-world datasets whose statistics are
summarized in Table 1. Experiments are performed to an-
swer the following five questions:
1. How effective is GTEA in binary/ multi-class node clas-
sification for temporal interaction graphs?
2. To what extent can GTEA automatically learn from tem-
poral edge features to improve the classification perfor-
mance?
3. Does the modeling of pairwise nodal interactions/ rela-
tionships benefit node classification tasks?
4. How much improvement can the sparsity-inducing atten-
tion mechanism achieve over the softmax operation?
5. Is it possible for GTEA to achieve high classification per-
formance without the help of handcrafted or derived in-
teraction/ topology-related node features?
Datasets
Experiments are conducted on Ethereum-Role Dataset (Eth-
Role), Ethereum Phishing Large Dataset (Phishing-Large),
Ethereum Phishing Large Dataset (Phishing-Small) and Mo-
bile Payment Network Dataset (Mobile-Payment).
Eth-Role is a multi-class role classification dataset based
on the Ethereum Smart Contract network. Unlike Bit-
coin, the address in Ethereum is an account that can be
used repeatedly. We collect Ethereum transactions by us-
ing Google BigQuery and ground truth labels are collected
from: https://etherscan.io. Phishing-Large and Phishing-
Small are collected from Ethereum Phishing Datasets1,
which is provided by (Chen et al. 2019). Binary classifica-
tion is conducted on these two datasets to detect phishing ac-
counts in the Ethereum payment network. Mobile-Payment
is collected from a major mobile payment provider. Mod-
els should conduct binary classification to identify abnormal
users in the payment network. To build the graph, each ac-
count/ user is taken as a node and transaction sequences be-
tween two nodes indicate an edge. Detailed descriptions of
datasets can be found in the supplementary materials.
Baselines and Variants
To evaluate the performance of GTEA, we compare our
model with state-of-the-art GNN methods that are able to
handle large-scale graphs. Different variants of advanced se-
quence modeling approaches have been implemented under
the GTEA framework for comparison. Specifically, there are
eight baseline models and five GTEA variants, which can be
categorized as follows:
• Models without graph topology. In this group, we
choose XGBoost (Chen and Guestrin 2016), which only
uses node features without explicitly considering the
graph topology.
• GNN with only node features. These methods are state-
of-the-art GNN that learn node embeddings based on
node features. We take GCN(Kipf and Welling 2016),
GraphSAGE (Hamilton, Ying, and Leskovec 2017), GAT
(Velicˇkovic´ et al. 2017) , and APPNP(Klicpera, Bo-
jchevski, and Gu¨nnemann 2018) as the representative
schemes for comparison.
• GNN incorporates edge features. This category of
models incorporates node features as well as statis-
tical edge features that are manually derived from
temporal interactions between each node pair. We
choose ECConv(Simonovsky and Komodakis 2017) and
EGNN(Gong and Cheng 2019) as representatives for
comparison. We also implement another variant of GTEA
named GTEA-ST, which replaces the automatically
learned edge-embedding with handcrafted interaction-
statistics-based edge features, including the averaged,
minimum, maximum and standard deviation amount of
transaction values of each node pair.
• GNN with temporal sequences learning. We also com-
pare GTEA with TGAT (Xu et al. 2020), a state-of-the-
art representation learning scheme for temporal interac-
tion graphs, which has shown to consistently outperform
1Raw data can be downloaded from: https://www.kaggle.com/xblock/ethereum-
phishing-transaction-network
Table 1: Dataset Summary
Dataset # Nodes # Edges # Interactions Labeled NodeAvg. Degree
# Ground
Truths
# Node
Features
# Edge
Features
Eth-Role 2,180,689 3,745,858 55,322,096 306387.1 445 23 5
Phishing-Small 1,329,729 2,161,573 6,794,521 80.2 3360 3 3
Phishing-Large 2,973,489 5,355,155 184,398,820 302.0 6165 3 3
Mobile-Payment 2,143,844 4,568,936 21,326,122 66.8 6688 68 4
various recent schemes in this category, e.g. GAT+T and
GraphSAGE+T.
• GTEA variants are implemented with different sequence
model. Specifically, the variants equipped with LSTM and
Transformer are denoted by GTEA-LSTM and GTEA-
Trans respectively. Besides, the variants contain T2V are
denoted by GTEA-LSTM+T2V and GTEA-Trans+T2V
respectively.
Experimental Setup
In our experiments, each dataset is randomly split into a
training set (60%), a validation set (20%) and a test set
(20%). All models are tuned on the validation set and we
report the classification accuracy and macro F1 score on the
test set. For a fair comparison, each model is tuned indepen-
dently with grid search to find the optimal hyperparameter
combination. Only the best performance of each model is
reported in this paper. Detailed information including hyper-
parameters, network configurations and the training process
can be found in the supplementary materials.
Experimental Results on Node Classification
Table 2 shows the performance of the proposed model as
well as all other compared methods. Some key observations
are summarized as follow:
Overall Performance We observe that different variants
of GTEA perform well in all four datasets and GTEA-LSTM
consistently outperforms all other methods in the experi-
ments. Such quantitative results demonstrate the effective-
ness of the proposed GTEA framework. Different from other
methods that learn from only part of available information,
GTEA captures pairwise interaction dynamics through a
temporal sequence model and incorporates the learned edge
embeddings using GNNs. By making full use of all available
information (from node features, features of temporal events
and the graph topology), and learn the relationships and de-
pendencies among all these features efficiently, GTEA deliv-
ers better node classification performance over all the dataset
under test.
An additional observation is that LSTM variants perform
slightly better than that of the Transformer. This may owe
to the step-wise time-series processing and the sophisticated
gate mechanism. In contrast to the Transformer, which looks
into the entire interaction sequence at one go, LSTM in-
crementally updates its hidden states using successive inter-
action information. This enables the LSTM variant to cap-
ture patterns with time continuousness and model more fine-
grained temporal dependencies for an edge, which leads to
better performance. We also observe that in Eth-Role and
Mobile-Payment dataset, GTEA variants with T2V outper-
form those without T2V. This implies that periodic and non-
periodic temporal patterns captured by T2V can benefit the
node classification task. On the contrary, the performance
of GTEA-LSTM and GTEA-Trans outperform their cor-
responding T2V variants in Phishing-Small and Phishing-
Large dataset. This may be due to the fact that periodic pat-
terns are not highly correlated with phishing events, where
T2V can only make limited effect.
Effect of Edge Features From Table 2, we can ob-
serve that different GTEA variants outperform ECConv and
EGNN, which both incorporate handcrafted edge features
in their framework. In contrast, GTEA learns edge embed-
dings from pairwise interactions through a sequence model.
The performance gap between GTEA and ECConv/ EGNN
demonstrates that learning edge embeddings automatically
can substantially improve the performance on node clas-
sifications. We also observe that ECConv/ EGNN is hard
to dominate methods trained with only node features, es-
pecially in the Eth-Role dataset. This is because node fea-
tures in Eth-Role are elaborately derived from interaction
sequences (e.g., number of days the account have activity
records and the amount of mining reward received by the
accounts), which can be informative and discriminative in
classification tasks. Even though, GTEA still yields a bet-
ter performance over these methods in all datasets, which
reflects that our model can extract useful patterns from in-
teraction sequences and make full use of them to improve
the performance.
Effect of Pairwise Relationships Modeling Among all
models that incorporate temporal information, GTEA per-
forms the best, which answers the Question#3. Note that in
TGAT, interactions among a target node and all its neighbors
are grouped as one single time-series, which ignores pair-
wise temporal patterns and mutual relationships. On the con-
trary, the proposed GTEA explicitly models relation depen-
dencies for pairwise nodal interaction-event sequence. This
enables GTEA to capture more informative patterns and be
superior to other competitors.
Effect of Sparsemax Fig. 4 shows the comparisons when
GTEA is equipped with Sparsemax or Softmax (i.e., with-
out Sparsemax), where the former can ususally achieve a
better performance. By introducing sparsemax, unimportant
neighbors and noises can be filtered out before aggregation,
Table 2: Node Classification Results
Datasets Eth-Role Phishing-Small Phishing-Large Mobile-Payment
Metrics Accuracy Macro F1 Accuracy Macro F1 Accuracy Macro F1 Accuracy Macro F1
XGBoost 0.9211 0.9164 0.8482 0.8481 0.8694 0.7573 0.7152 0.7152
GCN 0.8084 0.8145 0.9077 0.9077 0.9298 0.8683 0.7481 0.7480
GraphSAGE 0.9868 0.9857 0.9405 0.9405 0.9753 0.9569 0.7474 0.7472
GAT 0.9868 0.9857 0.9405 0.9405 0.9631 0.9375 0.7265 0.7264
APPNP 0.9868 0.9857 0.9241 0.9241 0.9084 0.8338 0.7716 0.7716
ECConv 0.9079 0.8875 0.9301 0.9300 0.8962 0.7926 0.7399 0.7399
EGNN 0.9605 0.9497 0.8839 0.8823 0.9465 0.9035 0.7549 0.7538
GTEA-ST 0.9737 0.9708 0.9673 0.9673 0.9777 0.9615 0.7519 0.7516
TGAT 0.9737 0.9708 0.9673 0.9673 0.9623 0.9344 0.7212 0.7212
GTEA-LSTM 0.9868 0.9857 0.9836 0.9836 0.9805 0.9668 0.7848 0.7847
GTEA-LSTM+T2V 1.0000 1.0000 0.9777 0.9777 0.9789 0.9640 0.7990 0.7990
GTEA-Trans 0.9737 0.9708 0.9851 0.9851 0.9801 0.9658 0.7676 0.7670
GTEA-Trans+T2V 0.9868 0.9857 0.9792 0.9792 0.9769 0.9603 0.7758 0.7758
(a) Phishing-Small Accuracy (b) Phishing-Small Macro F1
(c) Mobile-Payment Accuracy (d) Mobile-Payment Macro F1
Figure 4: Ablation Study on Phishing-Small and Mobile-
Payment Network dataset (with/ without sparsemax)
which yields more refined and discriminative embeddings
that can benefit the classification task.
Effect of Temporal Learning without Node Features
Fig. 5 shows that the performance gap for all GTEA variants
is much smaller. This implies that some critical informa-
tion carried by handcrafted or derived interaction/ topology-
related node features can be automatically learned by GTEA
when generating edge embeddings. We also observe that the
performance gap for GTEA is smaller than that of TGAT,
which shows GTEA can learn the node representation bet-
ter by capturing pairwise temporal temporal patterns and re-
lationships. These facts also demonstrate the advantages of
GTEA over TGAT.
Conclusion and Future Work
In this work, we have presented GTEA - a new message
passing mechanism which learns node and edge embed-
(a) Phishing-Small Accuracy (b) Phishing-Small Macro F1
(c) Mobile-Payment Accuracy (d) Mobile-Payment Macro F1
Figure 5: Ablation Study on Phishing-Small and Mobile-
Payment Dataset (with/ without node features)
dings by exploiting the multi-dimensional, pairwise tem-
poral patterns as well as complicated topological informa-
tion in the temporal interaction graph. This method is de-
signed to address the common drawbacks of existing rep-
resentation learning methods for temporal interaction graph
where complex temporal edge features and their interactions
are either partially ignored or poorly supported. Empirical
results show that GTEA consistently outperforms current
state-of-the-art models. We also demonstrate that temporal
edge features are important for node classification tasks.
Ablation studies reveal that learning edge embeddings by
the sophisticated neural sequence model with self-attention
mechanism can give us better performance over static, hand-
crafted interaction-statistics-based features. Developing a
more scalable, parallelized training platform for GTEA will
be one promising direction for our future work.
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